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Reading free Python for scientists john
m stewart (PDF)
in this book john ziman seeks the answers to crucial questions facing
scientists who need to change the direction of their careers in this collection
sir john marks templeton brings together a nucleus of respected scientists to
reflect on the evidence they find through their scientific research for design
and purpose in the creation and workings of the universe scientific python is
taught from scratch in this book via copious downloadable useful and adaptable
code snippets everything the working scientist needs to know is covered quickly
providing researchers and research students with the skills to start using
python effectively reliable knowledge offers a valuably clear account and a
radically challenging investigation of the credibility of scientific knowledge
a discussion of the human side of science originally published in 1981 the
purpose of this book is to give a coherent account of the different
perspectives on science and technology that are normally studied under various
disciplinary heads such as philosophy of science sociology of science and
science policy it is intended for students embarking on courses in these
subjects and assumes no special knowledge of any science it is written in a
direct and simple style and technical language is introduced very sparingly as
various perspectives are sketched out in this book the reader moves towards a
consistent conception of contemporary science as a rapidly changing social
institution that has already grown out of its traditional forms and plays a
central role in society at large it will appeal to students in a wide range of
scientific disciplines and complement well professor ziman s earlier books
these days science is everywhere it pervades our whole society sometimes it is
just a clutter of commonplace frivolities like new fashion fabrics sometimes it
miraculously preserves our life like penicillin sometimes like climate change
it looms over us as a portent of doom sometimes it promises a way of escape
from such a fate sometimes like a nuclear warhead it enshrouds us in political
terror sometimes like a verification technology it offers an antidote to such
evils how should we respond to this ambiguous and ubiquitous thing called
science the mad scientist megapack assembles 23 tales of scientists their
creatures and experiments both diabolical and dangerous included are myshkin by
david v reed a light that shamed the sun by c j henderson incomplete data by h
b fyfe the corpse on the grating by hugh b cave cosmic teletype by carl jacobi
monster kidnaps girl at mad scientist s command by lawrence watt evans great
minds by edward m lerner the man who evolved by edmond hamilton no guts no
glory by edward m lerner the devotee of evil by clark ashton smith song of
death by ed earl repp status complete by leslie j furlong food for thought by
jack dolphin dr varsag s experiment by craig ellis public safety by matthew
johnson the world in a box by carl jacobi machine record by theodore r cogswell
the birthmark by nathaniel hawthorne herbert west reanimator by h p lovecraft
zapt s repulsive paste by j u giesy the strange case of dr jekyll and mr hyde
by robert louis stevenson the man who stopped the earth by henry j kostkos
sympathy for mad scientists by john gregory betancourt if you enjoy this book
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search your favorite ebook store for wildside press megapack to see the 150
entries in the megapack series covering science fiction fantasy horror
mysteries westerns classics adventure stories and much much more profiles more
than 150 scientists from around the world who made important contributions to
the study of earth science including don l anderson marie luisa crawford hans p
eugster marshall kay and manik talwani unrivalled in its coverage and unique in
its hands on approach this guide to the design and construction of scientific
apparatus is essential reading for every scientist and student of engineering
and physical chemical and biological sciences covering the physical principles
governing the operation of the mechanical optical and electronic parts of an
instrument new sections on detectors low temperature measurements high pressure
apparatus and updated engineering specifications as well as 400 figures and
tables have been added to this edition data on the properties of materials and
components used by manufacturers are included mechanical optical and electronic
construction techniques carried out in the lab as well as those let out to
specialized shops are also described step by step instruction supported by many
detailed figures is given for laboratory skills such as soldering electrical
components glassblowing brazing and polishing this book provides everything the
working scientist needs to know to start using python effectively does the
universe have the character it has because of design in this collection of
essays first presented at a symposium sponsored by the canadian institute for
advanced research and the royal society of canada seventeen scientists and
philosophers re examine the argument by design in light of current scientific
theories scientists in such diverse fields as cosmology physics geology biology
and psychology provide syntheses of the state of their respective disciplines
with regard to questions such as the origin or evolution of the universe and of
life the interaction of life and terrestrial environment and verbal
communication in prehumans contributions by philosophers cover such areas as
arguments for a designer and the question of whether nature s laws and initial
conditions could be viewed as fine tuned for the production of life many of the
chapters demonstrate the awe inspiring success of modern science in explaining
the universe in terms of fairly straightforward natural laws countering those
versions of the design argument which try to find evidence of god s activities
in the supposed failures of scientific laws to cover various phenomena learn
python starting from the very basics all the way to numerical and symbolic math
quantitative analysis and beyond nations sustaining human rights this is an
essential guide for the initiated and the novice over the terrain of modern
science and what it means to be a scientist today jacket the bulletin of the
atomic scientists is the premier public resource on scientific and
technological developments that impact global security founded by manhattan
project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates solutions
for a safer world erwin schrödinger was a brilliant and charming austrian a
great scientist and a man with a passionate interest in people and ideas in
this the first comprehensive biography of schrödinger walter moore draws upon
recollections of schrödinger s friends family and colleagues and on
contemporary records letters and diaries schrödinger s life is portrayed
against the backdrop of europe at a time of change and unrest his best known
scientific work was the discovery of wave mechanics for which he was awarded
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the nobel prize in 1933 however erwin was also an enthusiastic explorer of the
ideas of hindu mysticism and in the mountains of his beloved tyrol he sought a
philosophic unity of mind and nature although not jewish he left his
prestigious position at berlin university as soon as the nazis seized power
after a short time in oxford he moved to graz but barely escaped from austria
after the anschluss he then helped eamon de valera establish an institute for
advanced studies in dublin it was here that he spent the happiest years of his
life and also where he wrote his most famous and influential book what is life
which attracted some of the brightest minds of his generation into molecular
biology schrodinger enjoyed a close friendship with einstein and the two
maintained a prolific correspondence all their lives schrödinger led a very
intense life both in his scientific research and in his personal life walter
moore has written a highly readable biography of this fascinating and complex
man which will appeal not only to scientists but to anyone interested in the
history of our times and in the life and thought of one of the great men of
twentieth century science the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier
public resource on scientific and technological developments that impact global
security founded by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday
clock stimulates solutions for a safer world an insightful account of the early
fossil fuel industry the rise of the professional consultant and the nexus
between science and money technology and culture in this impressively
researched highly original work paul lucier explains how science became an
integral part of american technology and industry in the nineteenth century
scientists and swindlers introduces us to a new service of professionals the
consulting scientists lucier follows these entrepreneurial men of science on
their wide ranging commercial engagements from the shores of nova scotia to the
coast of california and shows how their innovative work fueled the rapid growth
of the american coal and oil industries and the rise of american geology and
chemistry along the way he explores the decisive battles over expertise and
authority the high stakes court cases over patenting research the intriguing
and often humorous exploits of swindlers and the profound ethical challenges of
doing science for money starting with the small surveying businesses of the
1830s and reaching to the origins of applied science in the 1880s lucier
recounts the complex and curious relations that evolved as geologists chemists
capitalists and politicians worked to establish scientific research as a
legitimate regularly compensated and respected enterprise this sweeping
narrative enriches our understanding of how the rocks beneath our feet became
invaluable resources for science technology and industry new edition of a
highly regarded reference as the first fully updated version in almost a decade
this comprehensive compendium brings together 2400 scientists who have made
important contributions to the wide world of science rather than a who s who
style laundry list this user friendly resource provides essential biographical
information and fo since the 1970s social scientists and scientists in a
variety of fields psychology sociology education psychiatry economics and
engineering have been interested in problems that require the statistical
analysis of data over time and there has been in effect a conceptual revolution
in ways of thinking about pattern and regularity this book is a comprehensive
introduction to all the major time series techniques both time domain and
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frequency domain it includes work on linear models that simplify the solution
of univariate and multivariate problems the author begins with a non
mathematical overview throughout he provides easy to understand fully worked
examples drawn from real studies in psychology and sociology other less
comprehensive books on time series analysis require calculus this presupposes
only a standard introductory statistics course covering analysis of variance
and regression the chapters are short designed to build concepts and the reader
s confidence one step at a time many illustrations aid visual intuitive
understanding without compromising mathematical rigour the author keeps in mind
the reader who does no have an easy time with mathematics the result is a
readily accessible and practical text the bulletin of the atomic scientists is
the premier public resource on scientific and technological developments that
impact global security founded by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s
iconic doomsday clock stimulates solutions for a safer world the bulletin of
the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on scientific and
technological developments that impact global security founded by manhattan
project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates solutions
for a safer world python is a free open source easy to use software tool that
offers a significant alternative to proprietary packages such as matlab and
mathematica this book covers everything the working scientist needs to know to
start using python effectively the author explains scientific python from
scratch showing how easy it is to implement and test non trivial mathematical
algorithms and guiding the reader through the many freely available add on
modules a range of examples relevant to many different fields illustrate the
program s capabilities in particular readers are shown how to use pre existing
legacy code usually in fortran77 within the python environment thus avoiding
the need to master the original code instead of exercises the book contains
useful snippets of tested code which the reader can adapt to handle problems in
their own field allowing students and researchers with little computer
expertise to get up and running as soon as possible was there a conservative
enlightenment could a self proclaimed man of learning and progressive science
also have been an agent of monarchy and reaction cadwallader colden 1688 1776
an educated scottish emigrant and powerful colonial politician was at the
forefront of american intellectual culture in the mid eighteenth century while
living in rural new york he recruited family friends servants and slaves into
multiple scientific ventures and built a transatlantic network of contacts and
correspondents that included benjamin franklin and carl linnaeus over several
decades colden pioneered colonial botany produced new theories of animal and
human physiology authored an influential history of the iroquois and developed
bold new principles of physics and an engaging explanation of the cause of
gravity the enlightenment of cadwallader colden traces the life and ideas of
this fascinating and controversial gentleman scholar john m dixon s lively and
accessible account explores the overlapping ideological social and political
worlds of this earliest of new york intellectuals colden and other learned
colonials used intellectual practices to assert their gentility and establish
their social and political superiority but their elitist claims to cultural
authority remained flimsy and open to widespread local derision although colden
who governed new york as an unpopular crown loyalist during the imperial crises
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of the 1760s and 1770s was brutally lampooned by the new york press his
scientific work which was published in europe raised the international profile
of american intellectualism life and letters of the rev john m clintock is an
unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1876 hansebooks is
editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science
travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a
publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature many works of
historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only
hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of
literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future
contains short biographies of almost 1 000 scientists from around the world who
made great contributions to science throughout history even science fair
enthusiasts may dread grappling with these two questions how can you organize
many students doing many different projects at the same time and how can you
help students while giving them the freedom of choice and independence of
thought that characterize genuine inquiry answer the questions and face science
fairs without fear with help from this book this volume is a collection of
information about the concerns and problems of the beginning social scientist
in the academic and nonacademic world covering topics from the senior graduate
student s job search to the assistant professor s research and teaching
experiences this book serves as an official introduction to the rules of the
academic game winner of the berkshire conference of women historians prize in
volume one of this landmark study focusing on developments up to 1940 margaret
rossiter describes the activities and personalities of the numerous women
scientists astronomers chemists biologists and psychologists who overcame
extraordinary obstacles to contribute to the growth of american science this
remarkable history recounts women s efforts to establish themselves as members
of the scientific community and examines the forces that inhibited their active
and visible participation in the sciences



Knowing Everything about Nothing
1987-07-23

in this book john ziman seeks the answers to crucial questions facing
scientists who need to change the direction of their careers

Evidence of Purpose
1998-06-01

in this collection sir john marks templeton brings together a nucleus of
respected scientists to reflect on the evidence they find through their
scientific research for design and purpose in the creation and workings of the
universe

Python for Scientists
2017-07-20

scientific python is taught from scratch in this book via copious downloadable
useful and adaptable code snippets everything the working scientist needs to
know is covered quickly providing researchers and research students with the
skills to start using python effectively

Reliable Knowledge
1991-05-02

reliable knowledge offers a valuably clear account and a radically challenging
investigation of the credibility of scientific knowledge

Real Science
2000

a discussion of the human side of science originally published in 1981

Puzzles, Problems, and Enigmas
1981-10-30

the purpose of this book is to give a coherent account of the different
perspectives on science and technology that are normally studied under various
disciplinary heads such as philosophy of science sociology of science and
science policy it is intended for students embarking on courses in these
subjects and assumes no special knowledge of any science it is written in a



direct and simple style and technical language is introduced very sparingly as
various perspectives are sketched out in this book the reader moves towards a
consistent conception of contemporary science as a rapidly changing social
institution that has already grown out of its traditional forms and plays a
central role in society at large it will appeal to students in a wide range of
scientific disciplines and complement well professor ziman s earlier books

An Introduction to Science Studies
1987-07-23

these days science is everywhere it pervades our whole society sometimes it is
just a clutter of commonplace frivolities like new fashion fabrics sometimes it
miraculously preserves our life like penicillin sometimes like climate change
it looms over us as a portent of doom sometimes it promises a way of escape
from such a fate sometimes like a nuclear warhead it enshrouds us in political
terror sometimes like a verification technology it offers an antidote to such
evils how should we respond to this ambiguous and ubiquitous thing called
science

Science in Civil Society
2016-09-22

the mad scientist megapack assembles 23 tales of scientists their creatures and
experiments both diabolical and dangerous included are myshkin by david v reed
a light that shamed the sun by c j henderson incomplete data by h b fyfe the
corpse on the grating by hugh b cave cosmic teletype by carl jacobi monster
kidnaps girl at mad scientist s command by lawrence watt evans great minds by
edward m lerner the man who evolved by edmond hamilton no guts no glory by
edward m lerner the devotee of evil by clark ashton smith song of death by ed
earl repp status complete by leslie j furlong food for thought by jack dolphin
dr varsag s experiment by craig ellis public safety by matthew johnson the
world in a box by carl jacobi machine record by theodore r cogswell the
birthmark by nathaniel hawthorne herbert west reanimator by h p lovecraft zapt
s repulsive paste by j u giesy the strange case of dr jekyll and mr hyde by
robert louis stevenson the man who stopped the earth by henry j kostkos
sympathy for mad scientists by john gregory betancourt if you enjoy this book
search your favorite ebook store for wildside press megapack to see the 150
entries in the megapack series covering science fiction fantasy horror
mysteries westerns classics adventure stories and much much more

The Mad Scientist Megapack
2014-09-22

profiles more than 150 scientists from around the world who made important



contributions to the study of earth science including don l anderson marie
luisa crawford hans p eugster marshall kay and manik talwani

A to Z of Earth Scientists
2009

unrivalled in its coverage and unique in its hands on approach this guide to
the design and construction of scientific apparatus is essential reading for
every scientist and student of engineering and physical chemical and biological
sciences covering the physical principles governing the operation of the
mechanical optical and electronic parts of an instrument new sections on
detectors low temperature measurements high pressure apparatus and updated
engineering specifications as well as 400 figures and tables have been added to
this edition data on the properties of materials and components used by
manufacturers are included mechanical optical and electronic construction
techniques carried out in the lab as well as those let out to specialized shops
are also described step by step instruction supported by many detailed figures
is given for laboratory skills such as soldering electrical components
glassblowing brazing and polishing

Building Scientific Apparatus
2009-06-25

this book provides everything the working scientist needs to know to start
using python effectively

Python for Scientists
2014-07-10

does the universe have the character it has because of design in this
collection of essays first presented at a symposium sponsored by the canadian
institute for advanced research and the royal society of canada seventeen
scientists and philosophers re examine the argument by design in light of
current scientific theories scientists in such diverse fields as cosmology
physics geology biology and psychology provide syntheses of the state of their
respective disciplines with regard to questions such as the origin or evolution
of the universe and of life the interaction of life and terrestrial environment
and verbal communication in prehumans contributions by philosophers cover such
areas as arguments for a designer and the question of whether nature s laws and
initial conditions could be viewed as fine tuned for the production of life
many of the chapters demonstrate the awe inspiring success of modern science in
explaining the universe in terms of fairly straightforward natural laws
countering those versions of the design argument which try to find evidence of
god s activities in the supposed failures of scientific laws to cover various



phenomena

Origin and Evolution of the Universe
1987

learn python starting from the very basics all the way to numerical and
symbolic math quantitative analysis and beyond

Grants and Awards for the Fiscal Year Ended ...
1972

nations sustaining human rights

Scientists's International Directory
1878

this is an essential guide for the initiated and the novice over the terrain of
modern science and what it means to be a scientist today jacket

Python for Scientists
2023-08-31

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on
scientific and technological developments that impact global security founded
by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates
solutions for a safer world

The World of Science and the Rule of Law
1986

erwin schrödinger was a brilliant and charming austrian a great scientist and a
man with a passionate interest in people and ideas in this the first
comprehensive biography of schrödinger walter moore draws upon recollections of
schrödinger s friends family and colleagues and on contemporary records letters
and diaries schrödinger s life is portrayed against the backdrop of europe at a
time of change and unrest his best known scientific work was the discovery of
wave mechanics for which he was awarded the nobel prize in 1933 however erwin
was also an enthusiastic explorer of the ideas of hindu mysticism and in the
mountains of his beloved tyrol he sought a philosophic unity of mind and nature
although not jewish he left his prestigious position at berlin university as
soon as the nazis seized power after a short time in oxford he moved to graz
but barely escaped from austria after the anschluss he then helped eamon de



valera establish an institute for advanced studies in dublin it was here that
he spent the happiest years of his life and also where he wrote his most famous
and influential book what is life which attracted some of the brightest minds
of his generation into molecular biology schrodinger enjoyed a close friendship
with einstein and the two maintained a prolific correspondence all their lives
schrödinger led a very intense life both in his scientific research and in his
personal life walter moore has written a highly readable biography of this
fascinating and complex man which will appeal not only to scientists but to
anyone interested in the history of our times and in the life and thought of
one of the great men of twentieth century science

Recruitment, Retention, and Utilization of Federal
Scientists and Engineers
1990-02-01

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on
scientific and technological developments that impact global security founded
by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates
solutions for a safer world

Coriell
2002

an insightful account of the early fossil fuel industry the rise of the
professional consultant and the nexus between science and money technology and
culture in this impressively researched highly original work paul lucier
explains how science became an integral part of american technology and
industry in the nineteenth century scientists and swindlers introduces us to a
new service of professionals the consulting scientists lucier follows these
entrepreneurial men of science on their wide ranging commercial engagements
from the shores of nova scotia to the coast of california and shows how their
innovative work fueled the rapid growth of the american coal and oil industries
and the rise of american geology and chemistry along the way he explores the
decisive battles over expertise and authority the high stakes court cases over
patenting research the intriguing and often humorous exploits of swindlers and
the profound ethical challenges of doing science for money starting with the
small surveying businesses of the 1830s and reaching to the origins of applied
science in the 1880s lucier recounts the complex and curious relations that
evolved as geologists chemists capitalists and politicians worked to establish
scientific research as a legitimate regularly compensated and respected
enterprise this sweeping narrative enriches our understanding of how the rocks
beneath our feet became invaluable resources for science technology and
industry



Of One Mind
1995

new edition of a highly regarded reference as the first fully updated version
in almost a decade this comprehensive compendium brings together 2400
scientists who have made important contributions to the wide world of science
rather than a who s who style laundry list this user friendly resource provides
essential biographical information and fo

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
1954-05

since the 1970s social scientists and scientists in a variety of fields
psychology sociology education psychiatry economics and engineering have been
interested in problems that require the statistical analysis of data over time
and there has been in effect a conceptual revolution in ways of thinking about
pattern and regularity this book is a comprehensive introduction to all the
major time series techniques both time domain and frequency domain it includes
work on linear models that simplify the solution of univariate and multivariate
problems the author begins with a non mathematical overview throughout he
provides easy to understand fully worked examples drawn from real studies in
psychology and sociology other less comprehensive books on time series analysis
require calculus this presupposes only a standard introductory statistics
course covering analysis of variance and regression the chapters are short
designed to build concepts and the reader s confidence one step at a time many
illustrations aid visual intuitive understanding without compromising
mathematical rigour the author keeps in mind the reader who does no have an
easy time with mathematics the result is a readily accessible and practical
text

Schrödinger
1992-05-29

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on
scientific and technological developments that impact global security founded
by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates
solutions for a safer world

The Scientists' International Directory, Containing
the Names, Addresses, Special Departments of Study,
Etc. of Professional and Amateur Naturalists,



Chemists, Physicists, Astronomers, Etc
1892

the bulletin of the atomic scientists is the premier public resource on
scientific and technological developments that impact global security founded
by manhattan project scientists the bulletin s iconic doomsday clock stimulates
solutions for a safer world

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
1952-10

python is a free open source easy to use software tool that offers a
significant alternative to proprietary packages such as matlab and mathematica
this book covers everything the working scientist needs to know to start using
python effectively the author explains scientific python from scratch showing
how easy it is to implement and test non trivial mathematical algorithms and
guiding the reader through the many freely available add on modules a range of
examples relevant to many different fields illustrate the program s
capabilities in particular readers are shown how to use pre existing legacy
code usually in fortran77 within the python environment thus avoiding the need
to master the original code instead of exercises the book contains useful
snippets of tested code which the reader can adapt to handle problems in their
own field allowing students and researchers with little computer expertise to
get up and running as soon as possible

Scientists and Swindlers
2008-12-22

was there a conservative enlightenment could a self proclaimed man of learning
and progressive science also have been an agent of monarchy and reaction
cadwallader colden 1688 1776 an educated scottish emigrant and powerful
colonial politician was at the forefront of american intellectual culture in
the mid eighteenth century while living in rural new york he recruited family
friends servants and slaves into multiple scientific ventures and built a
transatlantic network of contacts and correspondents that included benjamin
franklin and carl linnaeus over several decades colden pioneered colonial
botany produced new theories of animal and human physiology authored an
influential history of the iroquois and developed bold new principles of
physics and an engaging explanation of the cause of gravity the enlightenment
of cadwallader colden traces the life and ideas of this fascinating and
controversial gentleman scholar john m dixon s lively and accessible account
explores the overlapping ideological social and political worlds of this
earliest of new york intellectuals colden and other learned colonials used
intellectual practices to assert their gentility and establish their social and



political superiority but their elitist claims to cultural authority remained
flimsy and open to widespread local derision although colden who governed new
york as an unpopular crown loyalist during the imperial crises of the 1760s and
1770s was brutally lampooned by the new york press his scientific work which
was published in europe raised the international profile of american
intellectualism

Strategies for Increasing Involvement of Research
Scientists in Implementation of Innovative Science
Education Programs
1983

life and letters of the rev john m clintock is an unchanged high quality
reprint of the original edition of 1876 hansebooks is editor of the literature
on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions
cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the
preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and
scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes
these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become
rare and historical knowledge for the future

Biographical Encyclopedia of Scientists
2008-08-18

contains short biographies of almost 1 000 scientists from around the world who
made great contributions to science throughout history

Time-Series Analysis
2009-03-19

even science fair enthusiasts may dread grappling with these two questions how
can you organize many students doing many different projects at the same time
and how can you help students while giving them the freedom of choice and
independence of thought that characterize genuine inquiry answer the questions
and face science fairs without fear with help from this book

Scientists' Testimony on Space Goals
1963

this volume is a collection of information about the concerns and problems of
the beginning social scientist in the academic and nonacademic world covering
topics from the senior graduate student s job search to the assistant professor



s research and teaching experiences this book serves as an official
introduction to the rules of the academic game

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
1954-03

winner of the berkshire conference of women historians prize in volume one of
this landmark study focusing on developments up to 1940 margaret rossiter
describes the activities and personalities of the numerous women scientists
astronomers chemists biologists and psychologists who overcame extraordinary
obstacles to contribute to the growth of american science this remarkable
history recounts women s efforts to establish themselves as members of the
scientific community and examines the forces that inhibited their active and
visible participation in the sciences

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
1954-03

Python for Scientists
2014-07-10

The Enlightenment of Cadwallader Colden
2016-04-12

Life and Letters of the Rev. John M'Clintock
2017-05-31

Scientific Directory and Annual Bibliography
1969

Encyclopedia of World Scientists
2007



Science Fair Warm-up
2013

Annual Report
1969

The Compleat Academic
2021-11-18

Women Scientists in America
1982
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